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Title: Ma. Isabel T. Santos vs. Servier Philippines, Inc. and National Labor Relations
Commission

Facts:  Ma.  Isabel  T.  Santos,  who had served as  Human Resource Manager at  Servier
Philippines, Inc. since 1991, was terminated from service in 1999 following health issues
arising  from an  allergic  reaction.  She  had  attended  a  company  meeting  in  Paris  and
subsequently had a severe reaction to mussels, resulting in a coma and a prolonged stay in
intensive care. Despite initially covering her medical expenses and continuing her salary,
the company eventually terminated her services based upon her physical and psychological
unfitness for work.

Santos’s termination was communicated with an offer of a retirement package that was
partly withheld for taxation purposes, with other promised benefits left unpaid. Santos,
represented by her husband, filed a case for various claims including the unpaid balance of
the retirement package with the National Labor Relations Commission (NLRC). The Labor
Arbiter  dismissed her complaint,  which led Santos to  appeal  to  the NLRC. The NLRC
overturned the Arbiter’s decision in part, ordering the respondent to pay some of the claims.
Both parties appealed to the Court of Appeals, which affirmed the NLRC’s decision.

Issues: The legal issues were:
1. Whether Santos was entitled to retirement benefits or separation pay.
2. If the severance package is subject to withholding tax.
3. Whether claims for unpaid benefits and damages were substantiated.

Court’s Decision: The Supreme Court upheld the CA’s decision, determining that Santos was
not entitled to both retirement benefits and separation pay due to a specific prohibition in
the Retirement Plan against the payment of both. The Court also ruled that the deductions
for taxation purposes were correctly made by Servier as Santos’ disability retirement did
not adhere to the age and length of service requirements for tax exemption under Section
32(B)(6)(a) of the NIRC.

Doctrine: The key doctrines established or reiterated in the case are:
1. Separation pay is a statutory right distinct from retirement benefits, unless there is a
specific contractual provision prohibiting the receipt of both.
2. Retirement benefits received, which do not meet the tax exemption criteria stipulated
under the Tax Code, are subject to withholding tax.
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– Separation Pay vs. Retirement Benefits: Distinction and Mutual Exclusivity (Aquino v.
NLRC, G.R. No. 87653)
–  Retirement  Plan:  Non-Duplication  Clause  Effect  (Cruz  v.  Philippine  Global
Communications,  Inc.,  G.R.  No.  141868)
– Taxability of Retirement Benefits: Section 32(B)(6)(a) of the NIRC Criteria
–  Labor  Tribunal  Jurisdiction:  Covering  Money  Claims  Relating  to  Employer-Employee
Relationship (Article 217 of the Labor Code)

Historical Background: The case demonstrates the evolving jurisprudence on the treatment
of termination-related benefits and the tax implications therein. It highlights the significant
interplay between labor laws and tax laws in the context of employee compensation upon
termination, as well as the importance of contractual provisions in company-established
benefit plans.


